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Abstract. In a previous work, we confirmed the existing effects of “Out of the 
Body” tactile illusion for virtual and augmented objects through funneling and 
saltation.  However, it required a virtual imagery to be attached to the user for 
directly extending one’s body.  This paper aims at investigating similar phan-
tom tactile sensations exist when the virtual object is visually detached from the 
user’s body.  Two usability experiments were conducted to verify the hypothe-
sized phantom tactile effects: one for funneling and the other, saltation.  Our 
results have shown that in addition to the perception of the phantom sensations 
with the “detached” visual feedback, the interaction experience was significant-
ly enriched (vs. when without explicit visual feedback).  We also discovered 
for the first time that for funneling, phantom sensations can be elicited without 
any visual feedback at all.  The findings can be applied to the tactile interaction 
design using minimal number of actuators on a variety of media platforms  
including the mobile, holography and augmented reality.  

Keywords: Phantom sensation, Illusory feedback, Funneling, Saltation,  
Vibro-tactile feedback, Multimodal feedback. 

1 Introduction 

Tactile feedback has become almost indispensable in improving interaction expe-
rience.  Realization of tactile feedback by using vibration devices is one inexpensive 
and practical method.  However, due to its size and mechanics, a single vibrator 
scheme is most often employed and it is only able to convey simplistic on-off type of 
events.  Instead, as a way to improve the tactile experience, a more advanced form of 
vibro-tactile feedback most often involves an array of vibrators [6, 7] that brings 
about mechanical and cost complications and a constraint that a relatively significant 
area of the body has to be in full contact with the array. 

One way that researchers have considered to overcome this problem is to create il-
lusory (or pseudo) tactile feedback and combining it with the corresponding visual or 
auditory feedback [19].  For example, in a previous work, we confirmed the existing 
effects of “Out of the Body” tactile illusion for virtual and augmented objects through 
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saltation and funneling.  However, it required a virtual imagery to be attached to  
the user for directly extending and connecting one’s body.  In other words, this is 
undesirable because the user must have both hands/fingers in contact with the virtual 
object (see Figure 1).  Thus, this paper aims at reproducing the same “Out of the 
Body” phantom sensation effect with “floating” (i.e. no virtual extension) dynamic 
virtual object detached from the body (see Figure 3).  In particular, we consider two 
phantom tactile sensation phenomena, namely funneling [4] and saltation [14]. 

Funneling (Saltation) refers to the illusory tactile sensation occurring away from 
the actual places of timed (simultaneous) vibratory stimulations.  The intended loca-
tion of the phantom sensation can be changed by modulating the intensity (Funneling) 
or inter-stimulus time interval (Saltation).  Funneling and saltation have often been 
applied to reduce the number of tactile actuators in tactile interaction design [18, 35].  
Recently, researchers have discovered such phantom sensations can be extended  
to the “Out of the Body” [27] and for “Out of the Body” virtual objects [24] (see  
Figure 1), thus making it possible to generate phantom tactile sensations as if  
coming from an external object (both real and virtual).  Possible applications of such 
a phenomenon are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 1. The concept of “Out of the Body” tactile experience from a hand-held physical or virtual 
medium. A medium for extending and connecting the body parts is required, virtual or real. The 
phantom sensation is more evident with the physical medium (e.g. felt at 3cm from the left) 
than the virtual (felt at 1.3cm with the same stimulation) [24]. 

It has been found that the extent or the controllability of the effect is diminished 
when extended to “Out of the Body” and even more so when a virtual object is used 
as the medium extending one’s body [24, 27].  Consequently, we seek and experi-
mentally investigate the possible synergistic effects by associating it with “dynamic” 
visual feedback to improve the tactile experience and controllability, possibly even 
without the medium (real or virtual) that connects the body parts (i.e. tactile interac-
tion with virtual objects completely detached from the body).  If validated, such a 
phenomenon can be applied to tactically interacting with holographic objects hover-
ing in the air (Figure 2(b)). 
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Fig. 2. Possible applications of the “Out of the Body” phantom tactile sensation: Two 
handed/fingered interaction and feeling tactile sensations as if coming from the middle of the 
(a) mobile device, (b) hovering holographic-virtual imagery, (c) indirectly from a virtual object 
in a monitor and (d) an augmented marker (e.g. seen through a head mounted display) 

This paper is organized as follows.  In the next section, we first review previous 
research literatures related to phantom tactile sensation, multi-sensory integration and 
their application to practical interaction design.  Then, we describe the two validation 
experiments and report the results.  Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion 
and directions for future research. 

2 Related Work 

Funneling and saltation are the two major perceptual illusion techniques for vibro-
tactile feedback.  Funneling refers to stimulating the skin at two (or more) different 
locations simultaneously with different amplitudes and eliciting phantom sensations 
in the space between [1, 4]. Several researchers have applied this phenomenon to 
human interfaces [3, 19, 28, 31, 32].  For instance, Hoggan et al. experimented with 
using three vibrators on a mobile device to emulate a tactile progress indicator [18].  
Tan et al. applied saltation to implement a tactile chair using a 3 x 3 tactile array for a 
pattern recognition application [38]. 
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Miyazaki has discovered the saltation could be extended to body-worn (e.g. hand-
held) objects and to create “Out of the Body” tactile experience [27].  Furthermore, 
Lee et al. has confirmed the same phenomenon existed for virtual objects but with 
reduced effects and less precise controllability [24].  Other researchers have investi-
gated different ways and effects to apply phantom sensation by employing different 
stimulation interpolation methods [1], varying the values of ISI’s [10, 15, 16], relative 
vibration amplitudes [1, 31], stimulation duration and frequency [10, 37], inter-
stimulation distances [32], and even applying saltation to non-continuous skin (e.g. 
from the right arm to the left, fingertip to fingertip) [12, 40].  Note that in our pre-
vious work, only minimal static visual feedback was used, namely the virtual “ruler” 
representing only the medium bridging the two body points (rather than the actual 
visual representation of the tactile event) at which the actual vibratory stimulations 
were given, to recreate the original “Out of the Body” phenomenon.  No detailed 
studies have been reported regarding phantom tactile feedback with dynamic or de-
tached visual feedback.  Also note that aforementioned works [3, 18, 19, 28, 31, 32, 
38] that have applied tactile phantom sensations to human interfaces did it so directly 
to the human skin and had not investigated the use of the “Out of the Body” pheno-
menon nor the issue of thereby minimizing the number of tactile actuators. 

Interestingly, Flach et al. [13] and Kilgard [21] have found that the phantom sensa-
tion was much influenced by the subject’s focus of attention, anticipation and/or the 
line of sight.  This strongly hints the possibility of further synergistic effects with 
more apparent visual effects associated with the intended phantom sensation. 

In fact, the synergistic sensory integration is not new.  It is generally accepted that 
multi-sensory feedback is additively helpful to interactive task performance [23].  
This is only true provided when the respective modality feedback is consistent in its 
content and timing with one another [30].  Many synergistic multimodal interaction 
systems have been devised and studied employing gestures [5], voice [11], propri-
oception [26], speech/audio [17], and force feedback [34].  Aside from just improv-
ing task performance, multisensory interactions can also modify user perception, as 
illustrated by the famous McGurk effect.  The McGurk effect is a perceptual pheno-
menon in which vision alters speech perception [25].  Simple visual tricks can easily 
alter the body image that is created by the proprioceptive sense [33].  Although the 
best known cross modal effects are those of vision influencing other modalities, visual 
perception can be altered by other modalities as well [39]. 

3 Experiment I: Effects of Funneling with “Detached” Visual 
Object 

3.1 Purpose and Hypothesis 

In the first experiment, we have compared the tactile experience of funneling for a 
virtual object, between (1) when it was associated with a (dynamic) visual presenta-
tion detached from the body and (2) when no visual presentation is given at all (as a 
reference).  In a usual application setting, virtual objects will normally be rendered 
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without a part that visually extends or connects user’s body parts (Figure 2).  Our 
interest is first to assess whether funneling elicits phantom sensation, its extent and 
effects to the overall interaction experience. 

It is well expected that no dislocated phantom tactile experience will be elicited 
without any visual feedback (Figure 4, bottom right).  We still test for it as a base 
case.  Also it has been shown through prior research [27] that singular vibration (e.g. 
with a single vibrator) cannot create any localized phantom sensation for “virtual” 
object external to the body either.  To reiterate, we are interested in and hypothesize 
the existence and quality of the phantom tactile sensation of the virtual objects even 
when it does not directly attached to the user body.  We also expect that results for 
the detached “Out of the Body” virtual objects with the hypothesis that results will 
mostly extend to detached “Out of the Body” physical objects 

3.2 Experimental Design and Set Up 

To create the funneling based phantom sensation, the user was given simultaneous 
tactile stimulations to one’s two index fingers, one in the right and the other in the 
left. The two fingertips were tracked using small markers (25mm x 25mm) by a head 
mounted camera and a “detached” augmented reality video imagery was presented to 
the user through a 47 inch monitor (nominal viewing distance: ~60cm).  As for the 
augmented visual feedback, a small moving object (“a bouncing basketball”) was 
rendered at the intended location of sensation between the two fingers (see Figure 3). 

The OSGART [29] was used to recognize/track the small markers and generate  
the augmented video imagery. A webcam was worn on the head mounted fixture  
to produce a view close to one according to the actual line of sight.  The user was 
asked to maintain a nominal distance (8cm) between the fingers (using an 8cm  
wide marking on the table), but was allowed small movements for natural and  
comfortable interaction. The inter-finger distance of 8cm was used and set equal to 
the experimental conditions used in [24, 27]. 

 

Fig. 3. The experimental set up for Experiments I and II. Vibratory stimulations were given to 
the two index fingers and the augmented visual feedback (e.g. bouncing basketball), detached 
from the fingers, seen through a large display monitor. 
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A common flat coin-type vibrator (11mm in diameter) was used (taped to the re-
spective fingertips) and controlled by an Arduino board [2] (and interfaced to and 
synchronized with the OSGART based experiment software).  For detailed specifica-
tions refer to [20].  It is controlled by a voltage input using a pulse width modulation 
signal with an amplitude between 0 to 5V, which in turn produces vibrations with 
frequency between 0 and 250 Hz and associated amplitudes between 0 to 2G (meas-
ured in acceleration, or 0 to 18μm in position) respectively. According to [20, 36], 
these values are well above the human's normal detection threshold (about 6 ~ 45db). 

The experiment was designed as a 2x5 factor within-subject. The two factors were 
(1) inclusion of the visual feedback (with or without), and (2) intended locations  
of tactile illusion (five locations between the fingers labeled P1 ~ P5). Four survey 
questions were answered in a 7 Likert scale asking of the various aspects of the  
phantom tactile experience. 

3.3 Detailed Procedure 

Twenty paid subjects (15 men and 5 women) participated in the experiment with the 
mean age of 25.5.  After collecting one’s basic background information, the subject 
was briefed about the purpose of the experiment and instructions for the experimental 
task. A short training (3 minutes) was given for the subject to get familiarized to the 
experimental process.  In addition to the head mounted fixture for the camera, the 
subjects wore ear muffs to prevent any bias from the sounds of the vibration. The ear 
muff was tested to make sure so that no sound could be heard during the experiment, 
and did not affect the outcome of the experiment. 

The levels of stimulations were given with the intention to create phantom and real 
sensations at 5 equi-distanced locations between two fingers.  The Linear variation of 
stimulus amplitudes methods of Alles [1] (Figure 4) was used with the stimulation 
duration set at 200ms.  Preliminary studies and prior research has also confirmed that 
the aforementioned linear method and stimulation duration exhibited the best effect 
[24]. The visual feedback appeared at the intended location of sensation, at the time of 
the stimulations, stayed for 200 milliseconds (same as the tactile stimulation duration) 
and disappeared. 

Each subject experienced, in a balanced order, a total of 60 positional feedbacks in 
all the 2 x 5 (10) conditions (6 repetitions each) with 10 second inter-stimulus rest 
interval, lasting about 40 minutes.  For each condition, two exact same stimulation 
patterns were given, then subjects were asked to indicate the place of phantom  
sensations in terms of the five prescribed positions.  We use the symbols L1~L5  
to indicate the subject’s response (as distinguished from the actual intended locations 
of sensations). The subjects were explicitly asked to report the place of tactile (e.g. 
rather than visual) sensation right after experiencing the stimulation. In addition,  
after all trials, they were asked to answer a short survey about their subject feelings 
(questions shown in Table 1). 
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Fig. 4. The rendering method of stimulation originally proposed by Alles [1] for funneling to 
generate phantom sensations at five different positions (top). Examples of tactile stimulation: at 
P1 and P3 with visual feedback (bottom left and middle) and at P4 without visual feedback 
(bottom right).  For example, to produce a phantom sensation at P2, a simultaneous stimulation 
of 4V at A and 2V at B are given as shown in the top left. 

Table 1. The four survey questions regarding the subjective feel for the phantom sensation 
answered in 7 Likert scale 

Q1 Were you able to perceive phantom sensation?  
(1: Not at all ~ 7: Very well) 

Q2 When you perceive phantom sensation, did visual feedback affect you?  
(1: Not at all ~ 7: Very much) 

Q3 How confidence are you about your answer to Q1? 
(1: Not confident at all ~ 7: Very confident) 

Q4 How long did it take you to perceive the phantom sensation if any?  
(1: Instantly ~ 7: Few seconds) 

3.4 Results 

Figure 5(a) and (b) each shows the sensed/perceived locations of the tactile sensation 
(vertical axis), elicited by funneling, as reported by the users vs. the intended  
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locations (horizontal axis) of sensation with visual effects and without. To our  
surprise, even without a virtually mediating object, phantom sensations were per-
ceived at all five intended locations (Figure 5(b)).  This is a first time discovery to 
our knowledge.  There is still clear marked difference in the accuracy (or variance) 
for the intermediate locations, P2~P4.  Note that P1 and P5 are where the vibrators 
are actually located, thus, a correct perception even without visual effect is naturally 
expected.  Also note that the perceived locations were different among each other 
with statistical significances (see Table 2).  Thus, a high localization controllability 
(~± 4mm) at approximately 2cm resolution was possible.  Consistently to the statis-
tical results, subjects reported that when no visual effects were given, it was difficult 
to differentiate between P1 and P2 (and similarly for P4 and P5), where the vibration 
motors were actually placed. 
 

(a) With the associated visual effects      (b) Without visual effects 

Fig. 5. Accuracy of reported locations of the phantom sensation with respect to the intended: 
(a) with associated visual effect and (b) without 

Table 2. Statistical differences (p-values) in the perceived locations (L1 ~ L5) 

L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L4 L4-L5 

With visual < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Without < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

 
 
ANOVA revealed statistically significant differences existed in the senses  

locations between when the visual effect was given and when it was not, at all  
five locations except at the middle, L3 (Figure 6 and Table 3).  Note that with funne-
ling, when equal stimulation strengths are given at the two finger tips and it is plausi-
ble to think that it would be easier (that is, no help needed with the visual effect)  
to perceive the phantom sensation to come from the middle and make the proper  
response. 
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Fig. 6. A pair-wise comparison of the perceived locations between when visual effect is given 
(square) and not (circle). Star marks indicate those with statistically significant differences. 

Table 3. Statistical differences (p-values) in the “differences” of perceived locations between 
when with associated visual effect (e.g. L1) and without (L1’) 

L1-L1’ L2-L2’ L3-L3’ L4-L4’ L5-L5’ 

0.013 < 0.001 0.352 < 0.001 0.013 

 
 

Figure 7 shows the number of correct answers (i.e. correct when the perceived  
location matches the intended within a pre-specified threshold) in terms of score out 
of 100.  Similarly to the above analysis, performances were generally worse without 
the associated visual effects for intermediate locations P2 and P4 being confused with  
 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of correct localization of visual and non-visual feedback based on  
stimulations across intended position 
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P1 and P5 respectively.  We emphasize that while distinguishing of five distinct 
points within the 8cm distance was possible with visual feedback or without, the ac-
curacy (how close the perceived is to the intended location of sensation) is expectedly 
lower when the visual feedback is absent. 

Finally, Figure 8 shows the responses to the four survey questions, which are most-
ly consistent with the quantitative analysis.  Subjects were conscious of the helpful 
effects of the visual feedback and confident of their phantom sensations. 

 

Fig. 8. The collective responses to the general usability/experience survey 

4 Experiment II: Effects of Saltation with “Detached” Visual 
Object 

4.1 Purpose and Hypothesis 

The second experiment is mostly similar to the first except that the “detached” visual 
feedback effect to saltation was tested instead.  We hypothesize for the existence and 
the improved quality of the phantom tactile sensation of the virtual objects when 
coupled with visual effects. 

4.2 Experimental Design and Set Up 

Again the basic experimental design and set up is mostly identical to the first  
one. Since saltation was used the vibro-tactile stimulations were timed rather than 
given simultaneously.  The same “detached” augmented visual feedback, “bouncing  
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basketball” was used. The experiment was designed as a 2x5x2 factor within-subject.  
The three factors were (1) inclusion of the visual feedback (with or without), (2) in-
tended locations of tactile illusion (five locations between the fingers labeled P1 ~ P5) 
and (3) direction of the stimulation (from right to left or vice versa).  Five survey 
questions were answered in a 7 Likert scale asking of the various aspects of the  
phantom tactile experience (see Table 4). 

4.3 Detailed Procedure 

Twenty paid subjects (15 men and 5 women) participated in the experiment with the 
mean age of 25.2 (a different pool from Experiment I).  The experimental procedure 
was mostly identical to the first.  Thus, we only describe the way saltation (i.e. timed 
stimulation) was administered in the treatments.  Figure 9 pictorially describes how 
the timed vibro-tactile stimulations were given to create saltation effects.  A total of 
three consecutive stimulations were given, each labeled S1, S2 and S3.  The first two 
stimulation were given at P1 and the third at P5, intending to create a phantom sensa-
tion somewhere between P1 and P5. Inter-stimulus intervals of S1-S2 and S2-S3 were 
given with the intention to create phantom sensations at the prescribed positions, 
namely, P1~P5 (800ms-50ms) respectively (and stimulation duration of 80ms) based 
on recommended values for best effects from prior research and our own previous 
experiments [24].  

Half of the saltation treatments were administered with right to left stimulations (at 
P5, then P1) and the other half, in the opposite directions (at P1, then P5).  The visual 
effects were rendered at P1, P5 (where the actual stimulations were given) and at the 
intended location of sensation and stayed on for 80 milliseconds, same as the stimula-
tion duration.  As shown in Figure 10, the visual feedback was given, synchronized 
with the corresponding of the three tactile stimulations (S1~S3), at three locations 
(two at the finger tips where the actual stimulations are given and one in between at 
the intended location of sensation, one of P’s).  We stress again that the users were 
asked of the location and quality of the tactile feedback, not the visual. 

Each subject experienced, in a balanced order, a total of 72 positional feedbacks in 
all the conditions: 60 times with visual feedback (2 directions, 5 intended locations of 
 

 

Fig. 9. The rendering method for saltation stimulation. Three timed stimulations of S1 (at P1), 
S2 (at P1) and S3 (at P5). 
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Fig. 10. Administering for the saltation effect with three timed vibro-tactile stimulations with 
visual effects (above) and without (below) 

sensation and 6 repetitions) + 12 times without visual feedback (2 directions and 6 
repetitions).  Each stimulation was followed by a 10 second inter-stimulus rest inter-
val.  As it was so in the first experiment, for each treatment condition, two exact 
same stimulation patterns were given, then subjects were asked to indicate the place 
of phantom sensations in terms of the five prescribed positions (L1~L5). The subjects 
were explicitly asked to report the place of tactile sensation (e.g. rather than visual) 
right after experiencing the stimulation.  In addition, after all trials, they were asked 
to answer a short survey about their subject feelings (questions shown in Table 4). 
The fifth survey question asked of the perception regarding the directionality. 

Table 4. The five survey questions for Experiment II regarding the subjective feel for the 
phantom sensation answered in 7 Likert scale 

Q1 Were you able to perceive phantom sensation?  
(1: Not at all ~ 7: Very well) 

Q2 When you perceive phantom sensation, did visual feedback affect you?  
(1: Not at all ~ 7: Very much)  

Q3 How confidence are you about your answer to Q1? 
(1: Not confident at all ~ 7: Very confident)  

Q4 How long did it take you to perceive the phantom sensation if any?  
(1: Instantly ~ 7: Few seconds) 

Q5 Were you able to recognize a particular direction?  
(1: Not at all ~ 7: Very well) 
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4.4 Results 

Table 5 shows that the sensed tactile locations after saltation were statistically differ-
ent from the actual location of stimulation for both when visual effect was given and, 
surprisingly again, when not given at all.  Note that, according to Miyazaki, phantom 
sensation from saltation was not observed without visual feedback nor mediating 
object [27].  While our result is somewhat contrary, its extent was very small (see 
Figure 11(b)). 

Table 5. Effects of saltation.  Perceived location for S2 were in all cases different from S1 
(both S1 and S2 stimluations were given at the same physical location) with statistical 
significance (p-values) indicating the existence of the saltation effect. 

Intended position 
(with visual) 

p-value for difference 
between S1 and S2 
(Stim. Dir. LR) 

p-value for difference 
between S1 and S2  
(Stim. Dir. RL) 

P1 < 0.001 < 0.001 

P2 < 0.001 < 0.001 

P3 < 0.001 < 0.001 

P4 < 0.001 < 0.001 

P5 < 0.001 < 0.001 
 

Without visual < 0.001 < 0.001 

 
 

Figure 11(a) and (b) each shows the locations of the tactile sensation (vertical 
axis), elicited by saltation, as reported by the users vs. the intended locations (hori-
zontal axis) of sensation with visual effects and without.  When visual feedback was 
given, there were as usual five intended location of sensation according to the five 
respective locations of the visual feedback.  However, only four statistically different 
sensed locations for S2 were found (i.e. L1, L2, L3, L4=L5; p-values L1-L2: <0.001; 
L2-L3: <0.001; L3-L4: <0.001; L4-L5: 0.088).  There were significant differences in 
the accuracy (or variance) for the intermediate locations, between L3~L5 and P3~P5.  
Higher variance and lower accuracy/match (even at L1/P1) was observed as compared 
to the case of funneling, getting worse at the place of the third stimulation.  When 
there was no visual feedback, we were only looking for (if it existed) one location of 
phantom sensation somewhere between the fingers.  As mentioned above, this non-
visual case did exhibit a phantom sensation at one location significantly different, 
though very small, from the place of actual stimulation, around 0.83cm away.  Post-
briefings with the subjects also reflected the observation this sensation was barely 
perceivable. 
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(a) With the associated visual effects 

 

(b) Without visual effects 

Fig. 11. Accuracy of reported locations of the phantom sensation with respect to the intended 
for saltation: (a) with associated visual effect and (b) without. Star marks indicate those with 
statistically significant differences. 

Finally Figure 12 shows the responses to the five survey questions, which are  
consistent with the quantitative analysis.  Subjects were conscious of the helpful 
effects of the visual feedback and confident of their phantom sensations. Subjects 
were also able to recognize the direction of the stimulation and the described the  
sensation to as soft bounce (15/20), hard contact (3/20) and moving vibration (2/20) 
in the post-briefing. 
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Fig. 12. The collective responses to the general usability/experience survey 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

Previous research has found the phantom tactile sensations for virtual objects external 
to one’s body.  However, it required a virtual imagery to be attached to the user for 
directly extending one’s body.  This paper has investigated in whether similar phan-
tom tactile sensations exist when the virtual object is visually detached from the us-
er’s body.  Our results have shown that in addition to the perception of the phantom 
sensations with the “detached” visual feedback, the interaction experience was signif-
icantly enriched (vs. when without explicit visual feedback).  We also discovered for 
the first time that for funneling, phantom sensations can be elicited without any visual 
feedback at all.  We can further conjecture with both mediating visual feedback and 
the actual dynamic visual content, the tactile experience has to be improved even 
more with even higher localization controllability. 

While the two tested phantom sensation techniques generated similar qualitatively 
enhanced tactile experience (both quantitatively and qualitatively), the funneling 
technique produced higher overall accuracy than saltation.  On the other hand, salta-
tion due to its nature seems fitting as a mean to provide directional tactile experience.  
The post-briefing also revealed the same.  While both subjects answered both tech-
niques did produce phantom sensations for certain, they also felt the funneling to have 
produced more efficient and stronger sensation. 

The findings can be applied to the tactile interaction design using minimal number 
of actuators on a variety of media platforms including the mobile, holography and 
augmented reality.  From a more practical perspective, we would be much interested 
in comparing the relative effect between (1) the usual single vibrator scheme and (2) 
using perhaps 2 or 4 vibrators for 1D or 2D [22] localized phantom tactile effect.  
The single vibrator scheme simply cannot be used for the case of “Out of the Body” 
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virtual objects with virtual medium (e.g. two handed interaction with a dynamic holo-
graphic object).  However, for the case of “Out of the Body” virtual objects with 
physical medium (e.g. two handed interaction with moving virtual objects on a mobile 
device), it is unclear whether there is sufficient benefit-to-cost in the additional effort 
to employ funneling or saltation.  Single vibrator scheme has been quite successful in 
eliciting pseudo-haptic effects in smart phones and game controllers [8].   

However the distinction must be made clear in terms of the role of the visual  
feedback.  The single vibrator scheme can be explained to be a phantom or pseudo 
sensation directly caused by the visual feedback, while our paper has addressed the 
phantom sensation being strengthened reversely by the visual effect.  Note that our 
performance measures were tactile experience, and not visual.  This suggests, that 
although our experiment has only tested the case with virtual medium, it is plausible 
to expect that the tactile experience to be significantly richer than the case of single 
vibrator scheme, e.g. if applied to mobile devices.  The plausibility is high also from 
the previous research indicating the weakened sensation when the “connecting” me-
dium was virtual [24].  Either way, the combined effect can be explained by the 
Modality Competition Theory that the modal fusion will depend on the disparity 
among the stimulations in term of their consistency [33, 41].  For instance, the dis-
parity between the location of the phantom sensation and the visual feedback seems 
less than that that in a single vibrator scheme. 

In fact, our next focus will be to verify such a proposition.  In addition, we are in-
terested in the neurological or cognitive explanation to this phenomenon.  The typical 
explanation for funneling and saltation has been based on the continuity of the body 
map in the somato-sensory area in the brain [9].  However, with the discovery of the 
“Out of the Body” phenomenon, it seems there may be a cognitive element to it too 
(reconfiguring of the body map is also possible but it is usually regarded a very slow 
process as demonstrated in the phantom limbs [33]). 
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